“Carlos, having watched your program
for over 20 yrs. Your families passion
for great cattle is never more evident
than your lead time Polled Brahman
program. I feel the addition of Polled
Madison to our program will be very
powerful and long lasting. He is perfect
for today’s beef industry. Thank you from
all of us at Mimosa Oaks” - Dean Galbraith.

LMC Polled Madison 133/0
2011 RGV Calf Champion
Photo at 10 months of age.

If you are looking for a growthy, big boned, soggy
polled bull – here he is. LMC Polled Authority 115/0
is sired by LMC LF Ambassador and a top producing
AA cow that has Karu, Madison and V8 189/4 in her
pedigree. We have a great selection of polled herd
bull prospects waiting for you. Photo at 15 months.

CONGRATULATIONS & A BIG HEARTY THANKS
goes out to Dean Galbraith from Missouri on his
recent volume Simbrah purchases and his investment
of ½ interest in the popular champion LMC Polled
Madison. Dean plans to campaign this good looking herd
bull in the central part of this country that used to use more
American cattle and knows that they need to again to combat
the tremendous summer heat, drought and insects. This will
do us all some good. There are two reasons why Brahman cross
cattle are found in the majority of the beef producing regions of
the world – survival and profitability. Polled Brahman
cattle are becoming more and more popular daily and bulls like
Polled Madison are a big reason why.

Victor and I recently visited our old buddy, Dr. Lee
McKellar who has been one of our marketing mentors
for over 35 years. Doc is 83 years old and still fired up
about the Brahman business. THANK YOU DOC for all
of your support and advice through the years. We
have and continue to learn a lot from you.

A BIG HEARTY THANKS goes out to Mary Kate &
Winston Walters on their recent investment in this
fancy five month old double smooth polled Baby
Doll sired by Ambassador named LMC Polled Spice.
CONGRATS on all of your past winnings with your LMC
Simbrah, Simbravieh and Polled Brahman cattle.
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LMC Apollo semen is now ready for export to Australia and
the Brahman World. He is going to open lots of breeder’s
minds on the power of this new generation of Polled
Brahmans that we are developing. He is a Pistolero out of
a JDH Charley’s Jazz 946/1 daughter. He is a BEEF MACHINE
that NEARS PERFECTION IN THE FLESH !!

